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Triangle Leadership Commonwealth 

School, Raleigh, NC 
https://TriangleLeadership.wixsite.com/commo

nwealth 

 

Heather Fuhriman 
Triangle Leadership Commonwealth (TLC) school is a 

Liber Community School located in Raleigh, NC 

serving about 30 families.  A Liber Community (or 

New Commonwealth School) differs from a 

traditional homeschool co-op in that it follows a 

specific educational philosophy and utilizes a 

representative, volunteer government structure under 

the use of Bylaws and formal Policies and 

Procedures. In the of TLC, it subscribes to Leadership 

Education Philosophy (aka Thomas Jefferson 

Education) and it primarily utilizes courses from the 

Leadership Education Mentoring Institute (LEMI) for its 

scholar courses but also includes a variety of other 

courses as requested by the scholars or through our 

talented parent mentors. 
 

TLC Vision: 
We stand together as a Christ-centered community 

of families supporting each other as we become 
leaders of noble character, cultivate excellence in 

scholarship, and prepare to fulfill our personal 

missions in life. 
 

TLC has been around in one form or another for 

approximately 5 years. It completed it’s training in 

the Liber Community Builder (see resources) and 

ratified its Bylaws and Policies and Procedures in 

April, 2018. In addition to LEMI courses, TLC has 

offered Theater Productions, Advanced Theater 

Courses, Spanish, Social Dance, Ted Talk Course, 

and Writing Courses in the last few years with plans 

to expand to physical fitness and Speech and Debate 

courses fall of 2019. 

Not only does TLC cater to the needs of Scholar 

aged families (12-18) but also serves the whole family 

by offering a juniors program to serve children under 

the age of 12.  These classes are often inspired by the 

excitement of our parent mentors. These classes have 

featured history, American Girls, geography, 

science, art, and more all designed to meet the 

needs of each developmental stage. 

 

Resources 

Liber Community Schools 

https://LiberCommunities.com are groups of 

homeschooling families with a shared culture of 

seeking a Leadership Education by living the Liber 

Cycle. 

Liber Community School Builder 

 
New Commonwealth Schools 

https://NewCommonWealthSchools.com/ 

 A Commonwealth School is a private-run community 

school developed and run by parents who are 

members of that school. A “New” Commonwealth 

School connotes the idea that we have taken the 

solid principles of governance, leadership, and 

learning from our past and applied them to our new 

society. 
 

Leadership Education Mentoring Institute (LEMI)- See 

them in the Vendor Hall! 

http://www.LemiMentorTraining.com/Home_Page.

html  
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Van Dam Academy 

Amy Palmer 
 

Currently, we are six families (20 kids) meeting 

together at one house to provide instruction for 

elementary, middle school, and high school groups. 

We do two classes for each group with lunch in the 

middle and are together for about 4½ hours. We 

have been doing this co-op for 3 years and have 

been as many as 11 families hosting 40 kids at three 

homes. 
 

Every mom has a partner and a class (or two) to 

teach. With fewer moms this year, we’ve had to 

have some of the moms rotating responsibilities with 

the elementary group as well as trying to maintain 

their focus on a class for the older kids; it was 

ambitious but has worked well. 
 

We wanted the classes to be engaging and rigorous 

with high expectations of the kids doing the required 

work to prepare for class. We have done AP classes 

and definitely use college-level reading for the high 

school group. To do this we have needed full 

commitment and engagement from all the kids and 

parents. We ask a lot but are getting a lot in return. 
 

The motivation to get work done is definitely 

increased by the group setting; the kids feel 

accountable to their peers and teachers. 
 

The opportunity to be with friends and socialize is 

also important for us (for the moms and the kids), so 

we have a significant lunch break. 
 

The situation allows some of the high school kids to 

attend seminary together on co-op day which has 

been really fun.  
 

 

I love it because of the support I get from the other 

moms, how much fun my kids have learning with 

others, and the extra motivation it gives my kids to 

accomplish things by a deadline. 
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The No Name Co-op  

at the Crokers’ House 

Jessica Croker 
 

We started out doing LEMI (Leadership Education 

Mentoring Institute) classes and other self-designed 

classes of a similar format in my home. For several 

years we had Friday morning classes with middle 

school kids upstairs in the living room and high school 

kids in the basement.  We chose to have the students 

pay tuition and have one or two teachers per class.  

Classes ranged in size from about 7-15 students.  

Parents just dropped their kids off and picked them 

up when class was over.   

 

This was a really simple way to run things.  I saw 

what my kids needed and taught a class, or I 

recruited a couple of friends to teach a class to fill 

those needs. 

 

This year we have moved to a more true co-op 

structure.  We still hold two classes at my house for 

middle and high school aged kids before lunch.  

Elementary aged kids go to another house for 

classes.  In the high school and middle school classes 

there is a mix of kids who pay to come and are 

simply dropped off and those whose moms are 

teaching in some form and they come for free.  After 

lunch the high school aged kids do chemistry 

experiments, their siblings play, and the moms hang 

out and chat. 

 

These co-op classes have been crucial for my 

children.  They need a positive peer group and some 

accountability to someone that isn’t me.  It is so fun to 

watch them work hard and stretch in ways that is 

hard to inspire in a simple family setting.  It’s also 

wonderful to mentor their friends, have meaningful 

discussions, and watch a group of kids stretch and 

learn. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


